Everyone is Talking About

THE COOP

More Than Just a Bookstore!

Make The Coop Your Headquarters for Computers, Calculators, Software & Accessories.

- They have everything I need - from clothes to computers! - Max Bartell, Student

Compaq Contura Aero 4/33C HD170 Sub-Notebook Computer.
With 4 meg ram, 170 meg hard drive, 486SX-33MHZ, color screen, built-in Trackball, DOS, Windows, Taworks and Winlink Transfer Utility. $1759

Gift with Purchase: Receive a Lotus Smartsuite at no additional charge with the purchase of a Compaq Computer. While supplies last.

Microsoft Office Standard V4.2 for Windows. Includes Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint and a work station license for Microsoft Mail. $119.95

Microsoft Office Professional V4.3. Includes everything in the standard version plus Microsoft Access Database. $159.95

Microsoft Office for Mac. Includes Word, Excel and Powerpoint. $145

WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows. Includes Quattro Pro 5.0 for Windows, and Random House Webster’s Electronic Dictionary and Thesaurus. $99

WordPerfect Student Essential Pack for Macintosh. Includes WordPerfect3.0, Random House Webster’s Electronic Dictionary and Thesaurus, (French, German and Spanish) language modules, Links Pro Golf Game, and 100 Bitstream.

Valid University ID Required for Software Purchases and Compaq/Lotus Smartsuite Promotions.

Hewlett Packard 32/35 Scientific Calculator.
With RPN entry, math statistics and conversion functions, HP Solve. $69.99

Hewlett Packard HP89G Graphic Scientific Calculator.
With 32K ram, built-in equation library, differential equations, polynomials. $129.99

Texas Instruments TI-85 Graphing Calculator.
With 8 line by 21 character display, 177 functions, matrix equations, pull down menus. $79.99

Mathematica for Students.
For Windows, DOS, or Mac. $109.95

Lotus 123 Rel 5.0 for Windows. With Lotus AMI Pro. $99

Gift with Purchase: Receive a Lotus Smartsuite at no additional charge with the purchase of a Compaq Computer. While supplies last.

Texas Instruments TI-81 Graphic Calculator.
With 8 line by 16 character display, 177 functions, matrix equations, pull down menus. $79.99

Lotus 123 Rel 5.0 for Windows. With Lotus AMI Pro. $99
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WordPerfect Student Essential Pack for Macintosh. Includes WordPerfect3.0, Random House Webster’s Electronic Dictionary and Thesaurus, (French, German and Spanish) language modules, Links Pro Golf Game, and 100 Bitstream.

Valid University ID Required for Software Purchases and Compaq/Lotus Smartsuite Promotions.
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